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Standard way of running analysis
1. download software (~many Gb), dependencies, compile, setup environment

2. download IC, CalDB, (~many Gb), models, most of it probably is not used

3. select data to analyse

4. download data - possibly next-to-raw, so much of them will be discarded

5. perhaps design parallel execution on a cluster

6. run your high level scientific analysis scripts



Hera - Astronomical Data Analysis over the Internet
1. download small (<10Mb) interface tool

2. ...

3. select data to analyse

4. ...

5. ...

6. run your high level scientific analysis scripts



the command line interface of Hera

$ fv -r fsort infile=intable.fits outfile=temp.fits method=insert

the interface tool is familiar “FV” - part of HEASoft, can be downloaded separately

ftcopy 'rate.fit[col rate]' %1 
ftcopy '%1[ rate > 100 ]' %2 
ftlist %1 hc outfile=ftlist.rate.out 
ftlist %2 hck outfile=ftlist.rate_gt_100.out

commands can be organized in scripts:

$ fv -r runsc script_file

 script_file



Hera is HEASARC
Any query can be used to save 
data to HERA instead of 
downloading.

It can be accessed and reduced 
near the data source, saving 
transfer time.

Some local space is provided for 
each user.

familiar results of HEASARC query



the Web interface

web interface gives 
alternative access to the 
same tools

http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/webHera/

they have installed and 
keep up-to-date a lot of 
common tools, consider 
effort of installing all them 
locally?..

XMM-SAS, Chandra, 
Fermi, all Ftools and more



example of gbmrspgen 
generates response for Fermi/GBM

requires a lot of calibration data, takes considerable time

the only way to access it is to use Hera

can be run in the GUI 

can be integrated in the local scripts/pipeline



Hera vs Software and data distribution
security - private data is uploaded

if infrastructure is private for the project - no problem. 

provider of software gets control of the software and some data can be used, 
but not fully disclosed (gbmrspgen)

network latency - constant network access is required

most of the data/calibration files are not transferred - only smaller reduced 
ones are



control over software - impossible to install own software on there, apart from hera 
scripts

with command line interface one can run complicated local scripts/software 
calling remote tools when necessary

software provider get better control - can fix, update it more efficiently

many versions can be maintained for legacy and reproducibility

performance?

performance! you can “run” (run) hundreds of hera tasks from your laptop, 
they will be run on a remote cluster, available resources

Hera vs Software and data distribution



need to develop software, interface, and batch system to handle users possibly 
breaking it all completely

don’t need to develop and maintain a lot of offline software, easier to monitor 
issues and update online infrastructure

Hera vs Software and data distribution: for developer



Hera vs Computing center with shared filesystem
In limited collaboration (~<100 users?) one can use a large computing 
center as shared resources: like CC-IN2P3 Lyon

Hera is a computing center with shared software and data

The difference is that it provides not a linux shell but a set of interfaces with  
benefits of:

● security: users are less likely to break shared system
● integration with data exploration web interfaces



Conclusions

● Hera itself is public, but is managed by HEASARC and supported for a selection 

of missions of interest - not directly useful for private missions - but the approach 

might be useful

● Command-line delegating of some demanding tasks, integrating with local 

pipeline and scripts.

● Web interface provides nice way to select the data and run the reduction on it 

before downloading and processing the rest locally



demonstration
fv -r ftlist myfile.fits hc


